PRESS RELEASE
HUSS Incense – The greatest selection of incense burners and cones

HUSS INCENSE INTRODUCES THE NEW INCENSE OVEN “TABLE HUSS’L SMALL”
HUSS Incense is the official partner in Canada and the United States of the German manufacturer
"Jürgen Huss Räucherkerzen" who produces and sells HUSS Incense burners, ovens and cones. We
are proud to keep the tradition of incense burners in North America alive and liaise strongly with
the manufacturer in Neudorf, Germany to keep our customers up to date and to introduce new
products rapidly.
One of our newest additions to the HUSS Incense oven family, is the Table HUSS’l Small. This
particular incense oven is not only a precious piece of decoration, but can also be used in multiple
different ways.

The solid iron stove, just as his bigger brother the Table HUSS’l, is handmade and offers multiple
ways of using it. Just like real ovens, this table burner can be used to burn real wood, but it can also
be used with incense cones, essential oil or tea lights. However, the oven is used, it produces good
smells, warmth and a cozy atmosphere. With the add-on HUSS Incense Steel Pan, it is even possible
to make miniature meals like fried eggs with our small table oven and impress everyone who gets
to catch a glimpse of this unique piece of tradition. The oven can be used indoors as well as outdoors.

ABOUT: HUSS Incense is the official partner in Canada and the United States from the German
manufacturer "Jürgen Huss Räucherkerzen" who produces and sells HUSS Incense burners, ovens
and cones. All incense burners and cones are made entirely of natural materials and all developed
and manufactured in Germany. HUSS fragrance and incense burners are of high quality and, in

their various forms, such as small pots, pans, ovens, stoves, pyramids, jugs and locomotives,
capture the hearts of young and old alike. HUSS Incense is a division of ADEPT24 Business
Solutions, which is representing German companies in North America.

For more information on our products, please contact:
www.hussincense.com
service@hussincense.com
1-778-251-9456
Retailers can also find us on ShopZio
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